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Application Exercises
Exercise 1: Look for a story in a news source such The Wall
Street Journal, Forbes, Fortune, or Bloomberg Businessweek
about two companies that have announced an alliance or
partnership. As you read the announcement of the alliance,
answer the following questions
1. What are the strategic objectives of each alliance partner?
2. Is this a vertical alliance or a horizontal alliance?
3. What resources and capabilities are brought to the alliance by
each partner? In your opinion, which partner seems to bring the more
valuable resources?
4. Which type of alliance is this: contractual, equity, or joint venture?
Does the article describe how the partners will split the gains from the
alliance? If so, does the split seem reasonable?
5. How do you think the firms will create value in the alliance? Is value
mostly created by combining complementary resources, pooling similar resources, creating entirely new resources, or reducing transaction
costs/increasing efficiency between the two organizations?

Exercise 2: Brainstorm opportunities to create
partnerships—and value—with other companies
1. Identify a target company that you understand well—either because
you have worked for the company or have read a lot about it. To

illustrate, let’s assume you select Marriott Corporation, the hotel and
time-share resort company.
2. Identify three to four other companies in other industries that might
be related in some way to the target company’s industry. Gather data
about the strategy of each company, using public sources such as the
company website or its annual reports, public articles, and your own
experience. In our example, you might choose, and gather data about:
Disney (entertainment), Apple (computers, tablets, music, phones)
and Nike (shoes).
3. Work with three to four classmates to brainstorm ways in which
each of the other companies you chose could create new value with
the target company. To continue the Marriott example, perhaps Marriott could create Disney-themed rooms at its timeshare resorts, such
as a Disney Princess or Pirates of the Caribbean room. Or maybe Marriott could turn an elevator shaft into a “Tower of Terror” ride. Perhaps
Apple could provide each Marriott room with Apple technology and
products. When guests check in to the hotel, perhaps they could do it
on their iPhone (and even have an electronic key sent to their phone
to open the door). Or maybe the room would be equipped with an
iPad filled with music and movies to try out. Perhaps Nike could help
design Marriott’s workout room and provide a variety of Nike athletic
footwear or apparel products for guests to purchase. Have fun and be
creative as you brainstorm ways that companies can combine their
resources and capabilities to create new value.

Strategy Tool
When To Choose An Alliance Versus An Acquisition

Alliances and acquisitions are alternative vehicles for accessing
important resources or capabilities that reside in another firm. Each
approach might be preferable in different situations and managers
must carefully analyze several key factors before deciding whether to
ally with a company, or acquire it. These factors include the following:
1. Type of synergies or interdependence between the firms. Managers should assess the nature of the coordination and interdependencies that will be required to generate synergies through
the collaboration. When interdependencies are low (pooled/
modular), nonequity alliances are preferred. As interdependencies increase and become sequential and reciprocal in nature,
managers should consider first equity alliances/joint ventures
and then acquisitions (see Chapter 7 discussion of pooled,
sequential, and reciprocal interdependencies).
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3. Extent of redundant resources. When two companies can team up
to create value by essentially eliminating redundant resources
that each has then acquisitions are the preferred option. For
example, companies might have redundant R&D activities, manufacturing plants, or sales/services forces and want to leverage
the best of each firm while eliminating redundancies. When companies want to create value by eliminating redundant resources,
acquisitions are preferable to alliances.
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4. Degree of market uncertainty. When a company estimates
that there is high uncertainty or high risk about whether a
particular collaboration will yield positive results, it should
enter into a nonequity or equity alliance rather than acquire
the would-be partner. An alliance will limit the firm’s exposure
since it has to invest less time and money than it would in
an acquisition. If the collaboration doesn’t yield results, the
company can withdraw from the alliance. It might lose money
and prestige, but that will be nowhere near the costs of a
failed acquisition.
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